Dynamic Crowding Regulates Transcription.
The nuclear environment is highly crowded by biological macromolecules, including chromatin and mobile proteins, which alter the kinetics and efficiency of transcriptional machinery. These alterations have been described, both theoretically and experimentally, for steady-state crowding densities; however, temporal changes in crowding density ("dynamic crowding") have yet to be integrated with gene expression. Dynamic crowding is pertinent to nuclear biology because processes such as chromatin translocation and protein diffusion lend to highly mobile biological crowders. Therefore, to capture such dynamic crowding and investigate its influence on transcription, we employ a three-pronged, systems-molecular approach. A system of chemical reactions represents the transcription pathway, the rates of which are determined by molecular-scale simulations; Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations quantify protein diffusion and DNA-protein binding affinity, dependent on macromolecular density. Altogether, this approach shows that transcription depends critically on dynamic crowding as the gene expression resultant from dynamic crowding can be profoundly different than that of steady-state crowding. In fact, expression levels can display both amplification and suppression and are notably different for genes or gene populations with different chemical and structural properties. These properties can be exploited to impose circadian expression, which is asymmetric and varies in strength, or to explain expression in cells under biomechanical stress. Therefore, this work demonstrates that dynamic crowding nontrivially alters transcription kinetics and presents dynamic crowding within the bulk nuclear nanoenvironment as a novel regulatory framework for gene expression.